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Abstract 

The experience of undertaking a PhD by arts-based research opened my eyes to the way 

people are dis/connected to place and each other. In a world facing enormous challenges, a 

primary aim was to dynamically re-engage with place and to provoke lived experiences from 

within country through Immersive Art Pedagogy (IAP) (Burke 2013). As artistic coordinator of 

the Creative Junction project, an art/environment, health/wellbeing initiative, I sought to 

connect people of all ages to each other, to places, to stories, to personal expression, to 

memories; possibilities building on possibilities. The core benefits of this project, endorsed 

by our State Government’s mental health framework, were to foster social connectedness, 

economic participation, diversity and freedom from discrimination. Collectively, as 

a/r/tographers (Irwin and de Cosson, 2004) the experience of being with each other and 

engaging with place offered community participants openings for further art-based and 

ecological initiatives.  

The Creative Junction project was conceived as a ‘creative world’ within my PhD and 

prompted my own explorations into IAP through the genre of a photo book. In essence the 

photo book brought together my inter-subjectivities as artist/researcher/teacher to find 

multidimensional ways of engaging with place and space. It simultaneously became the 

practical component of my PhD and sits alongside my exegesis. Post PhD, the “living, 

breathing, becoming - inquiry” (Springgay, 2008) of a/r/tography now challenges me to look 

beyond country to broader intra-actions—to think in/with our sea/land assemblages to 

explore our region through ecological intersections with art education.  
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Art and community connectedness 

Undertaking a PhD by arts-based research revealed ways in which people 

are dis/connected from place and each other. As an Australian educator keen to 

address challenges in my world, a primary aim was to re-engage with place and 

provoke lived experiences from within country. As artistic coordinator of the Creative 

Junction project, I worked in a project team1 to develop a program of site-based 

events to engage community in situated, embodied art activities that explored local 

culture/nature connections. My aim was to make the art and environment 

experiences as immersive as possible so that deep learning could take place within 

the local environment. This approach reflected UNESCO’s art education directive 

that “visual arts learning can commence from the local culture, and progressively 

introduce learners to other world cultures” (Teaero et al., 2004, p. 43). The art 

program challenged everyday notions of the landscape genre by positioning 

participants as active art makers inside the landscape rather than as passive 

onlookers of the landscape. Inspired by the poetry of Judith Wright, I wanted 

participants to express rather than describe place; to adopt a disposition that “lives 

through landscape and event” (Wright, 1969, p. 332), to expand on Western notions 

of place through awareness of Indigenous views of country (Bird Rose, 1996), and to 

learn to play and create with found materials as a means of undertaking material 

thinking (Carter, 2004) as arts-based research.  

  

                                                           
1 The success of the Creative Junction Project was due to the input of the community, invited artists 

and Jana Scomazzon (LTG), Geraldine Burke (Monash University), Karen Malone (formerly RMIT), 

Chris Dupé and Bernie Lobert (Shire of Yarra Ranges), John McLeod (VicHealth), Belinda Gillam 

(formerly Shire of Yarra Ranges) and the project principal artists Glenn Romanis, Savaad Felich and 

Jane Poynter (photographer). 
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Immersive Art Pedagogy (IAP) assisted participants to be inside the 

experience of their place. I hoped they would discover a deep, immersive, playful 

sense of expression through art and story. Judth Wright’s seminal words rang out to 

me.  

Australia is still, for us, not a country but a state – or states of mind. We 

do not yet speak from within her, but from outside; from the state of mind 

that describes, rather than expresses its surroundings, or from the state 

of mind that imposes itself upon, rather than lives through, landscape 

and event. (Wright, 1969, p. 301)  

Living artworks 

Following extensive consultation with the community and project team, a 

series of connector artworks (expressing local knowledge and connecting the 

community to place and each other) were commissioned. Below is a list together 

with a few illustrated examples.  

 A series of community workshops focusing on relationships with place and 

the art process to express ways of knowing 

 Permanent environmental artworks 

 Ephemeral artworks using natural objects from the area as agents for 

creative connection to local culture and sense of place 

 Photographic and narrative documentation of the artistic process 

 Two Creative Junction festival days 

 Postcards and interpretive signage reflecting the project’s aims and 

allowing for ongoing reference to the events surrounding the project. 
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Figure 1: (Re)discovery at the site. PhD Exegesis, (Burke, 2013) 

We harvested materials from shared community sites ensuring that respect 

for country was a major focus. As a starting point, Indigenous Elder, Aunty Joy 

Wandin Murphy performed a Welcome to Country Ceremony. She acknowledged the 

importance of the manna gum to local Indigenous people, she welcomed us from the 

roots of the trees to the top of the trees while also asking that we treat the land with 

respect. This shaped how we applied best practice cultural and environmental 

approaches to the art workshops, ephemeral and permanent sculptures.  

Collectively, as a/r/tographers (Irwin and de Cosson, 2004) the experience of 

being with each other and engaging with place offered community participants 

openings for further art-based and ecological initiatives. I opted for a tiered approach 

so that diverse community participation and depth of arts-based inquiry could build 

momentum and uncover the possiblities of IAP over the project’s span.  
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This tiered approach shifted through a series of phases: from an illustrative 

approach (nature journals and community journals); to tactile, exploratory and playful 

practice (tactile workshops and ‘walking place’ experiences); and then to conceptual 

and temporal (ephemeral art making). In the second year, it extended into 

permanent artworks (environmental sculptures), events (Creative Junction days) and 

the ephemeral documentation of the process (interpretive signage and postcards 

that celebrated the project process and product).  

 

Figure 2: Tactile engagement: (Re)connecting with natural materials of/at the site 

PhD Exegesis, (Burke, 2013) 

The Creative Junction workshops led to tactile engagement with place which 

in turn led to our finding the potential of our site for artistic processes.  We extended 

our skills in relation to locally found materials which led to weaving, embossing, 
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printing, tracing, dyeing,  plaiting, frottage, collage, binding, moulding, stencilling, 

printing, painting, casting, firing, sculpting. We allowed our place and our findings to 

suggest a living, breathing community-focused curriculum that evolved through tiered 

involvement across the community.  

Children’s knowledge was central. Their eagerness encouraged families and 

community members to join in. They created nature journals that connected art and 

nature to express a sense of their place and identity. Their drawings revealed a deep 

enjoyment of the diversity of nature in their surrounds and an awareness of the 

logging history of the area. Multi-media workshops explored the many languages of 

art through local contexts and materials. (Re)visiting across media helped build their 

artistic repertoire and deepen their observations.  

 

Figure 3: Children’s nature diaries about their place. PhD Exegesis, (Burke, 2013) 
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Figure 4: ‘Junction’ by Glenn Romanis; water/wood/beetle/community knowledge 

PhD Exegesis, (Burke, 2013) 

This large sculpture by artist Glenn Romanis represents Yarra Junction as a 

meeting place –– a site where people and waterways meet. It also reinterprets the 

old tram tracks created by loggers from the area from years ago. Made from local 

mountain ash it evolves from Glenn’s connections with the community and the 

stories they share.The sculpture also references the tracks of the local longicorn 

beetle and the flow of the Yarra river as it passes through this site. In creating the 

piece, Glenn worked with local loggers and visited a logging cooperative to choose 
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and cut the timber. Like the mountain ash tram tracks that transported the mountain 

ash timber down the surrounding mountains, this sculptural track will decay over an 

extended amount of time.  

Narratives were shared by and with the community, and postcards were created to 

share artistic process/product/people’s connections.  

The Mother Earth … she is sharing her colours and I think as the grains 

of coloured earth pass through my hands between my fingers, colouring 

my jeans with the hues, the Mother is feeling me—my spirit—just as 

much as I am feeling her spirit. The best fun this ochre hunting, the best 

fun making cuppa’s and yarning, the best fun being with our mob. The 

best fun us makin’ a sand paintin’, must be somethin! Must be healthy! 

Sunny days, sunny people, sunny paintin’, sunny colours—many 

sandshoes Mother Earth.  

Tony, Creative Junction artist participant 
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Figure 5: A selection of postcards from the Creative Junction project. Photographer, 

Jane Poynter. PhD Exegesis, (Burke, 2013) 

Create: a clay bowl encased in local grasses (with Jenny Rowe) 

Connect: local ochre being ground and smudged as we learnt about Indigenous ways of 

working with earth and colour (with Oonah Group) 

Touch: Hands making Stringy Bark sculptures (with Savaad Felich) 

Immerse: Ephemeral sculptures sewn together with manna gum leaves (with Glenn 

Romanis)  

Living artworks → PhD Photo Book 

The Creative Junction project (conceived as a ‘creative world’ within my PhD) 

prompted my own explorations into IAP through the genre of a photo book. In 

essence the photo book brought together my inter-subjectivities as 

artist/researcher/teacher to find multidimensional ways of engaging with place and 

space. It simultaneously became the practical component of my PhD and works 

alongside my exegesis on IAP.  
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Figure 6: Sun/skin explorations: extract from the PhD Photo Book (Burke, 2013, p. 45)  
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Figure 7: Applying water metaphors to a/r/t intersections, PhD Photo Book 

(Burke, 2013, pp: 20-22) 
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Post PhD, the “living, breathing, becoming - inquiry” (Springgay, 2008) of 

a/rtography challenges me to look for broader intra-actions beyond Australia in/with 

our sea/land assemblages; to reveal deeper connections in our region through 

ecological intersections with art education. 

Fluid ecology 

As an art educator and weekly swimmer/beach-goer, relational encounters 

with water/sea/pool/objects/the-elements transform the way I think about art, 

community, and environment. They cause me to continuously reconceptualise the 

way I teach art to such an extent that I have changed the way I teach Early 

Childhood and Primary pre-service teachers to engage art with community and with 

environment by undertaking “living, breathing, becoming inquiry” (Springgay, 2008) 

that addresses pressing world issues.  

In my PhD I used the metaphor of the sea and water to imagine artist, 

researcher and teacher through IAP. My study explored connections to place and 

country, often using the objects of place as a catalyst to connect to community 

stories, and to each other.  

As my IAP ideas evolve, the sea, our waterways, the pool merge with self to 

affect a type of ‘interbeing’. As Anderson and Guyas (2012) state, “metaphorically, 

interbeing is about connections and relationships—with the land, the tribe, the water, 

and the sky. This is the way of deep ecology and interbeing” (p. 231). Just as Bolt 

(2007) advocated for material productivity and considered the “relations that take 

place within the very process or tissue of making” (p. 29), I envision interbeing in the 

place—people—ecology encounters of myself and my students as artist/educators, 

and can’t help but change the way I teach.  
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My instincts coincide with Hood and Kraehe’s (2017) clarity in observing the 

vital force of new materialism that “lies just below the surface of awareness” (p. 37). 

They identify its power to “foster socially responsive and environmentally sustainable 

practices that contribute to a future in which all materialities (human and non-human) 

co-generatively exist” (p. 38). For me, it is the confluence of water/place/materials, 

and the questions that emerge through their interaction, that speak back to a 

significant problem for art education—how can art education move with real-world 

challenges in ecologically vigorous ways?  

Having posed the question, my thinking spirals across visual and narrative 

vignettes diffracting imaginings made possible by water/sea/pool materialities 

(McKnight, 2016). I reconsider the art elements and the artist/body, and think about 

the capacity of a large ocean-connected sea force (Hau’ofa, 1993) 

merging/emerging in/with sea/land assemblages. Imagine the explorative and 

transformative power of art education intersected with the ecology of Oceania (Va’ai 

& Nabobo-Baba, 2017); It suggests opportunities:  

 To be a part of the vital materiality (Bennett, 2010) that runs through and 

across ocean/plastic/human bodies 

 To reconceptualise waste in terms of material possibilities and regional 

belonging 

 To inspire and achieve change in each other, our communities, our world.   
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Accidental confluence 

 

Figure 8: Sea/wind/sun (Action). Photographic composition by Geraldine Burke, 2018 
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At Black Rock in the Cook Islands, I walk across the sand and position myself 

next to the seashore. I’m going to print some coral using burnt sticks left on the 

beach from someone’s picnic the night before. But the wind sweeps up my paper 

and, as it lands, the sea wets it through. I quickly tuck my smart phone into my T-

shirt (I don’t want it to get wet) and claim the paper back from the sea. But in its wet 

and fibrous state, the wind rips and tears the paper. I make a structure from found 

sticks to keep the paper from the sand. I put on a hat, reapply sun screen. My wet 

sunblock-smeared hands smudge colours together on the paper. I try not to leave a 

trace of paint in this pristine place. Meanwhile, my smart phone shoots photos 

through my t-shirt as I move in and out of the water making and being in this place. 

The black threads of my t-shirt turn the scene a magnificent red—red spheres of 

sunlight through the thread. These works are made by the elements and came about 

by letting go of the artist as the sole creative agent. Next the sea shore is caught 

through washed in tidal prints and new Rourschach forms emerge made from the 

confluence. 
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Figure 9: Sea/wind/sun/smart phone/t-shirt/plastic drink bottles/waves (In/action) 

Photographic composition by Geraldine Burke, 2018 
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Activating art education 

I am currently redeveloping a pre-service teacher unit about the relational 

possibilities of art, environment and community to better engage Early Childhood 

and Primary pre-service teachers with regional issues. Pre-service teachers explore 

concepts that intersect art and environmental awareness by investigating the ways 

plastic and ocean have come together as an environmental concern and creative 

action for 21st-century learning. With an a/r/tographic lens (Irwin and de Cosson, 

2004), they progressively take on the intersecting roles of artist/researcher/teacher. 

As researchers they explore facts, figures and concerns about the plastic in 

our ocean. They study people who have taken on the plastic/ocean challenge and 

are opting for sea change. They consider how waste can become an opportunity for 

creative upcycling and material thinking, and how contemporary artists, museums, 

school groups and kindergartens have responded to the plastic/ocean problem. They 

also explore and apply UNESCO’s sustainable development goals to their tasks.  

As artists they make an artwork that draws inspiration from the ‘Forgotten 

Promises’ project at Te Ara Museum of Cultural Enterprise, Cook Islands 

(Wolfgramm, 2018). This artwork responds to the plastic/ocean problem in Oceania 

and serves as a topical example of how we can reconsider our relationship with the 

sea that draws us together. They are expected to share their art to contribute to 

building a community of learners around plastic/ocean.  

As teachers they create an ACE (Art Community Environment) event for 

children that responds to the plastic/ocean as a provocation. They have to consider 

what strategies and pedagogical concepts will drive their ACE event, incorporate 

insights from various art educators and theorists that consider quality in early 
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childhood education, use material encounters as an informing concept, and apply 

APST (Australian Professional Standard for Teachers) (AITSL, 2011).  

 

Figure 10: Thinking on Epali H’aufa’s Oceania;  

Photographic render by Geraldine Burke, 2018 

The purpose of this a/r/tographic unit is to enlarge the pre-service teachers’ sense of 

community by steadily layering participatory art tasks and experiences to intersect 

traditional art education approaches with current thinking about materiality.  

Pre-service teachers participating in Monash University’s international teaching 

practicum in the Cook Islands experienced a similar steady layering as follows.  
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Relational layers; awakening through a Cook Islands practicum  

Visitor/tourist 

Into the blue. We are here in the Cook Islands. It feels like a paradise and (to top 

it off) it’s whale migration season. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community 

Kia Orana. The community welcome us. We feel a sense of connection. Tu 

manako Ora (creativeness) and Tu Oa ‘oa (friendliness) unite us in our arts 

projects. We are teaching. We are learning. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic 

Yet, as visitors we consume bottled water every day. So many used plastic bottles 

will be left behind. The community landfill reflects the disproportional plastic waste 

tourists leave behind. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean 

Inevitably, some of our plastic will find its way to the sea … as a lasting residue. 

But we are not aware of our impact yet.  

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean/living museum 

During a visit to Te Ara Cook Islands Museum of Cultural Enterprise we learn how 

pacific people traditionally entangle community, navigation, sustenance with the 

sea as a life force but today traditional promises are “seldom said, seldom 

fulfilled—today they are ‘Forgotten Promises’” (Wolfgramm, 2018). 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean/living museum/participatory art 

As visitors to Te Ara we are invited to re-honour the sea together through 

participatory art by re-making our plastic bottles into art/sea creatures and 

contributing our creations to Te Ara’s Forgotten Promises installation. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean/living museum/participatory art/post-

colonial/blue continent 

We are encountering our region differently. We consider the capacity of a large 

connected sea-force (rather than a configuration of islands within a big sea) 

(H’aufa, 1993). We shift to blue continent thinking; we begin to see the 

possibilities of dynamic connections; a regional force that can speak from within 

our shared ecologies. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean/living museum/participatory art/post-

colonial/blue continent/living archive 

As educators, we feel mobilised to extend the Forgotten Promises impetus into 

our educational contexts. We contribute to the living archive by creating/sharing 

art experiences that interrogate the reality of our plastic/ocean. 

Visitor/tourist/educator/community/plastic/ocean/living museum/participatory art/post-

colonial/blue continent/living archive/forward-making art possibilities 

Intra-acting with our plastic/ocean through art moves us away from non-

ecologically focused art education to re-situate ourselves and our art 

teaching/learning within ecological systems.  
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Figure 11: Plastic/ocean material provocations.  

Photographers, Mel Attard & Geradine Burke, 2018 

This example of regional interconnections activating ecological awareness 

through and in art education reveals how a/r/tograpers can reach within self and 

beyond self to address issues that matter to the world.  

The plastic/ocean is a real problem, a global problem that needs material, 

conceptual, ecological and creative attention. As a/r/tographic art educators, we can 

respond to these challenges. They represent opportunities to activate art education 

as a collective force for ecological change.  

___________________________________________ 
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